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Prelims & GS Paper - I & II

Context: Editorial by Nachiket Chanchani.

About: 

The project is envisioned to fulfi ll the  
objective of the Government of India to 
provide an enhanced tourism experience 
to all travelers. 
It aims at   ensuring quality & inclusive 
provision of amenities and facilities 
across heritage, natural, & tourist sites 
through active participation of private 
and public sector organizations and 
individuals. 
These organizations would be known as  
“Monument Mitras” for their collaboration 
initiative.
The project plans to   entrust development, 
upgradation and maintenance of 
amenities and facilities at the heritage, 
natural & tourist sites to the Monument 
Mitras, coupled with innovation and 

technology interventions to increase 
awareness of these incredible treasures.

Objective:

Developing basic tourism infrastructure  
in and around heritage sites, monuments 
and tourist sites. 
Develop facilities and amenities   to 
improve the tourist experience at heritage 
sites, monuments and tourist sites. 
Promote cultural and heritage value of  
the country and develop avenues to create 
awareness about the heritage sites/tourist 
sites in the country 
Develop and   promote sustainable 
tourism infrastructure and ensure proper 
Operations and Maintenance therein. 
Augment   employment opportunities and 
support livelihoods of local communities 
at the heritage and tourist sites.

Basic Amenities Advanced Amenities

Public conveniences (Toilet Facilities) 
Drinking water facilities/ water kiosk 
Ease of Access/ Barrier Free Monuments/  
Accessibility for All: diff erently abled 
friendly toilets, ramps, wheelchair facility, 
braille signages, monument models 
Cleanliness of site/ Swachh Monument  
(Cleanliness of the monument, including 
complete polythene ban) 
Illumination (interior & exterior)  
Signage (Information and Directional  
Signages)

Snack Counter ( Ready to Eat Snacks &  
Drinks)
Basic souvenir shop promoting local art  
and craftsmanship 
Facilitation of night visits to monuments  
under adaptive use within permissible 
guidelines of the nodal department (ASI, 
State Government etc. heritage byelaws) 
Advanced surveillance system (Like PTZ  
based CCTV cameras) 
Tourist Facilitation cum Interpretation  
Centre (Tourist Multi-Purpose Centre) with 
facilities like museum, shopping/souvenir 
shop, cloakroom, toilet.

Adopt a Heritage
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Benches  
Dustbins  
Wi-Fi  
App based Multilingual Audio-Guide  
Point of Sale Terminal (PoS) machines  
at the Ticketing Counters to promote 
cashless transactions

Technology based interpretation  
techniques (Augmented Reality, Virtual 
Reality etc.) 
Digital Interactive Kiosk, Digital (LED)  
screening 
Light and Sound Shows  
Cultural shows  
Battery-operated vehicles/Golf Carts 
Advanced tourist fl ow management  
system linked with carrying capacity of 
the monuments
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Prelims & GS Paper - I

Context: Aurangabad has been renamed to 
Sambhaji Nagar.

About:

Aurangzeb was the   sixth and last of the 
great Mughal emperors. 
The period during which he ruled, marks  
the peak of this empire that ruled North 
India from the sixteenth to the nineteenth 
century.
Aurangzeb’s early experiences of being  
held hostage by his grandfather and being 
constantly overlooked by his father warped 
the young prince’s personality.

War of Succession:

Shah Jahan had several sons, to whom he  
gave the governorship of a province. 

Shah Shuja   was governor of Bengal
Murad Baksh   was the governor of 
Gujarat
Dara Shikoh  , was the one who was to 
take over from the Empire, so he was 
with his father in Agra.
Aurangzeb   took the charge of Deccan 
(1636-1644), then Gujarat (1645) and 
fi nally that of Afghanistan (1647). 

In 1657 Shah Jahân fell seriously ill.  
Shah Shuja   decreed the independence of 
Bengal, while Murad Baksh did the same 
for Gujarat. 
Aurangzeb directly attacked   the heir Dara 
Shikoh, eff ectively opposing his father. 
The son’s troops gained the upper hand  
over that of the father who was taken 
prisoner at the red fort of Agra. 

Shah Jahan spent the last 8 years of his life  
with a view of the Taj Mahal. 
His elder brother,   Dara Shikoh, was even 
less fortunate. 
He had to fl ee to a friend,   Malik Jiwan, 
a Baluch chief, but he handed it over to 
Aurangzeb who humiliated him throughout 
the city. He was quickly beheaded. 
Meanwhile,   Aurangzeb’s forces attacked 
Gujarat and captured Murad Baksh, who 
was also executed. 
The last of the brothers, Shah Shuja, was  
the only one able to escape.

Reign:

Aurangzeb’s 49-year reign is often cited as  
a “Golden Age” of the Mughal Empire, but 
it was rife with trouble and rebellions. 
Aurangzeb’s empire stretched from  
Kashmir in the north to Jinji in the south, 
and from the Hindukush in the west to 
Chittagong in the east.
He was called   Darvesh or a Zinda Pir
Although Mughal rulers from   Akbar the 
Great through Shah Jahan practiced a 
remarkable degree of religious tolerance 
and were great patrons of the arts, 
Aurangzeb reversed both of these policies. 
He practiced a much   more orthodox, 
even fundamentalist version of Islam, 
going so far as to outlaw music and other 
performances in 1668. 
Both   Muslims and Hindus were forbidden 
to sing, play musical instruments, or to 
dance—a serious damper on the traditions 
of both faiths in India.

Aurangzeb
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He   brought back the discriminatory 
jizya tax that Hindu residents had to pay in 
return for protection.
Aurangzeb built   Biwi ka Makbara on the 
tomb of his queen Rabaud-Durani at 
Aurangbad, Moti Mahal within Red Fort at 
Delhi, and the Jami or Badshahi Mosque 
at Lahore.

Rebel and Opposition:

A considerable part of Aurangzeb’s energies  
were consumed in keeping his numerous 
opponents at bay, and he had to deal 
with the Rajputs, the disloyalty of his son 
Akbar, and the Sikhs, whose leader, Guru 
Tegh Bahadur, was killed at Aurangzeb’s 
command when he refused to convert to 
Islam.
He faced several rebellions during his rule,  
namely from the Jat Peasantry at Mathura, 
the Satnami Peasantry in Punjab, and the 
Bundelas in Bundelkhand.

The   most eff ective opposition to 
Aurangzeb’s rule, however, came from 
the Marathas, whose chief, Shivaji, could 
not be contained. 
Only Shivaji’s premature death at the age of  
53, in 1680, appeared to off er the Mughal 
Emperor some relief. 
But that very year the   Rajputs of Jodhpur 
and Mewar forged an alliance against 
Aurangzeb and declared themselves free 
from his sovereignty. 
Aurangzeb decided to take to the fi eld  
himself, and eventually drove his own son 
into exile in Persia, from where Akbar never 
returned. 
The   Sultanates of Bijapur and Golconda 
were also reduced to utter submission, 
and Sambhaji was captured in 1689 and 
tortured before being murdered.
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Prelims & GS Paper - I

Barindra Kumar Ghosh, the younger brother  
of Sri Aurobindo Ghosh, was an Indian 
revolutionary and journalist. 
Being born in England, he   received 
education in Deoghar and military 
training from Baroda. 
He was   highly infl uenced by Aurobindo 
and thus, joined the revolutionary 
movement. He was actively associated 
with Jatindra Nath Banerjee (a prominent 
freedom fi ghter, also known as Niralamba 
Swami).
In the year 1906, Barindra Kumar   published 
the Bengali weekly Jugantar. 
Later, the   secret revolutionary arm 
Jugantar was formed under the guise of a 
fi tness club in Bengal. 
He, along with Jatindranath Mukherjee  
(or Bagha Jatin), was instrumental in 
recruiting young revolutionaries. 
Maniktala  , Kolkata, emerged as a secret 
place where the revolutionaries used to 
manufacture bombs, and collected arms 
and ammunition.
In the   intensive police investigation 
following the murder attempt of Magistrate 

Douglas Kingsford (1908), Barindra and 
Aurobindo were arrested on 2nd May 1908 
along with other freedom fi ghters. 
In the   Alipore Bomb Case, Barindra Ghosh 
and Ullaskar Dutta (a member of the Jugantar 
party) were sentenced to death. 
With the intervention of   Deshbandhu 
Chittaranjan Das, the sentence was 
reduced to life imprisonment. 
In 1909, Barindra Kumar was   deported to 
the Cellular Jail, Andaman. 
Upon his release from jail, Barindra   began 
his journalistic career and became 
associated with Dainik Basumati and the 
Statesman.
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Context: Fossils of an extinct species 
of animal that scientists reported in 
a sensational discovery from India’s 
Bhimbetka Rock Shelters in 2021 have been 
found to be a false alarm.

Bhimbetka:

The Rock Shelters of Bhimbetka are in the  
foothills of the Vindhyan Mountains on 
the southern edge of the central Indian 
plateau. 
Cave paintings dating back to   approximately 
30,000 years. 
The sandstone outcrops are   inside the 
Ratapani Wildlife Sanctuary.
The name of the rock shelters is a fascinating  
legend in itself: it is derived from the words 
Bhimbaithaka, the sitting place of 
Bhima, one of the Pandava brothers from 
the Mahabharata. 
It comprises over   750 rock shelters, of 
which over a hundred have paintings 
depicting animal and human fi gures in 
shades of green, red, white, brown and 
black.
The earliest of these illustrate scenes from  
the lives of hunter-gatherers of the Upper 
Paleolithic and Mesolithic periods.
Evidence suggests that the   most densely 
painted caves allowed in more sunlight 
and were typically uninhabited. This also 
supports the widely accepted belief that 
these paintings were not meant to beautify 
or decorate humans’ living spaces. 
The fact that many of these cave paintings  
overlap—implying that the rocks were 

painted on repeatedly and across 
successive historical time periods—has 
allowed archaeologists to assess their 
historicity.

Early Paintings:

Early Bhimbetka paintings   predominantly 
feature wild animals such as gaur, a 
native variety of wild ox, deer such as the 
chital, monkeys, wild boars, stags, and 
elephants as well as hunting scenes in 
which humans are depicted with bows and 
arrows and headgear. 
There are also depictions of diff erent types  
of scenes, including ritual practices, 
women digging out rats from holes, and 
men and women foraging for fruits and 
honey.

Later Paintings:

Later paintings from the Historic period  
onwards depict processions, scenes 
of warriors with swords, shields, and 
daggers and collective rituals. These 
paintings are characterized by a marked 
absence of animal fi gures, which are 
disproportionately drawn whenever they 
do appear. 
It has also been suggested that the motifs  
used in some of these later paintings 
reveal the religious infl uence of Hinduism 
or Buddhism.
In some, there are clear depictions of gods  
such as Ganesha and Shiva, representations 
of the Mother Goddess and symbols such 
as the trishul and swastika.

Bhimbetka
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Boar Rocks:

Also known as Bhimbetka Shelter III F-19  
and Bull Rock, this rock shelter derives its 
name from its depiction of a large, boar-
like creature and is prominent among the 
hundreds of structures that comprise the 
Bhimbetka cave paintings. 
The   animal depicted in the painting has 
a large head, horns and what appears to 
be fur on its back. It appears to be charging 
leftwards, towards two fi gures—a human 
and a crab. 
The painting is rendered in   deep red, which 
is believed to have been obtained from 
hematite, and is known for its magnitude, 
which is over 1.2 meters tall and .87 meters 
wide.

Diff erent Periods of Painting:

Period I – (Upper Paleolithic):   These 
are linear representations in green of 
humans dancing and hunting.
Period II – (Mesolithic):   Comparatively 
small in size the stylised fi gures in this 
group show linear decorations on the 
body. In addition to animals there are 
human fi gures and hunting scenes, 
giving a clear picture of the weapons 
they used: barbed spears, pointed 
sticks, bows and arrows.Some scenes  
are interpreted as depicting tribal war

between three tribes symbolized by 
their animal totems. The depiction 
of communal dances, birds, musical 
instruments, mothers and children, 
pregnant women, men carrying dead 
animals, drinking and burials appear in 
rhythmic movement.
Period III – (Chalcolithic):   Similar to 
the paintings of the Mesolithic, these 
drawings reveal that during this period 
the cave dwellers of this area were in 
contact with the agricultural communities 
of the Malwa plains, exchanging goods 
with them.
Period IV & V – (Early historic):   The 
fi gures of this group have a schematic 
and decorative style and are painted 
mainly in red, white and yellow. The 
association is of riders, depiction of 
religious symbols, tunic-like dresses 
and the existence of scripts of diff erent 
periods. The religious beliefs are 
represented by fi gures of yakshas, tree 
gods and magical sky chariots.[citation 
needed]
Period VI & VII – (Medieval):   These 
paintings are geometric linear and more 
schematic, but they show degeneration 
and crudeness in their artistic style. The 
colors used by the cave dwellers were 
prepared by combining black manganese 
oxides, red hematite and charcoal.
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Context: The Archaeological Survey of India 
(ASI) stumbled upon a 1,300-year-old stupa 
right in the middle of a mining site in Odisha’s 
Jajpur district from where Khondalite stones 
were supplied for the beautifi cation project 
around the 12 th Century Shree Jagannath 
Temple in Puri.

About:

A stupa (literally “heap” or “pile”) is a  
reliquary, or a shrine containing the remains 
of a holy or sainted person and/or artifacts 
(relics) associated with them. 
It originated in India prior to the 5th century  
BCE as tombs of holy men and evolving 
afterwards into sacred sites dedicated to 
the Buddha.
Stupas were also   raised to honor 
Buddhist arhats (saints), bodhisattvas 
(enlightened ones), other saintly fi gures, or 
local deities. 
It is a   hemispherical structure, with 
a spire at the top, sometimes situated 
on a base that varies in shape and size 
(depending on the designated purpose of 
that particular stupa).
It is   surrounded by a walkway. 
The   construction of stupas, on a large 
scale and associated with Buddhism, 
began throughout India during the reign of 
Ashoka the Great (268-232 BCE) of the 
Mauryan Empire (322-185 BCE). 
Prior to   Ashoka’s reign, there were eight 
stupas (or ten, according to some scholars) 
dedicated to the Buddha (and containing 
his cremated remains) at diff erent sites, 
which correlated to important events in his 
life. 

In an   eff ort to spread Buddhism and 
encourage the enlightenment of his 
subjects, Ashoka had the remains 
disinterred and ordered the construction of 
many more (84,000, according to legend), 
each one receiving a certain allotment of 
the remains which empowered the structure 
with mystical energy.
The   devotional act of building a stupa is 
thought to bring one good luck, health, 
good karma, and assure one of either an 
escape from the cycle of rebirth and death 
(samsara).

Initiation:

The earliest stupas were   tumuli erected 
over the remains of mystics, ascetics, 
teachers, or others who had displayed 
profound spiritual insight. 
These early structures were heaps of  
earth and stone which either covered the 
cremated remains of the individual or their 
corpse, which was buried in a seated, 
meditative, position. 
The mound was constructed to cover the  
body with a wide base tapering up toward 
the head. 
This shape was used even in cases where  
the person had been cremated in order to 
symbolize the meditative posture assumed 
by enlightened sages.
These stupas followed the earlier shape  
but were more elaborate and more carefully 
constructed to represent the seated Buddha 
in the lotus position. 
The sites of these stupas were chosen to  
correlate to the most important events in 
the Buddha’s life: 

Buddha Stupas
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Lumbini   (his birthplace)
Bodh Gaya   (where he attained 
enlightenment)
Deer Park at Sarnath   (where he 
preached his fi rst sermon)
Kushinagara   (where he died). 

Structure:

The physical appearance of the stupa is  
intended to elevate the mind. 
The top spire (  yasti) symbolizes the axis 
mundi (axis of the world), the line through 
the center of the earth which the universe 
revolves around. 
It is also thought to   represent the World 
Tree whose roots are deep within the 
earth and branches in heaven, a symbol 
common in many cultures around the 
world. 

The yasti is   surrounded by a square gate 
known as the harmika, and over the yasti 
and harmika are parasols which symbolize 
protection, majesty, and the Buddha 
himself. 
The   large hemisphere descends from 
the yasti to a platform or base, sometimes 
square, which is often surrounded by a wall 
with four gates (toranas) corresponding to 
the four cardinal directions. 
These directions, in turn, relate to four  
events in Buddha’s life:

East   – Birth of Buddha
South   – Enlightenment of Buddha
West   – First Sermon of Buddha
North   – Nirvana/Release from Samsara 
of Buddha
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Prelims & GS Paper - I

Context: Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
inaugurated the year-long celebrations 
commemorating the 200th birth anniversary 
of Maharishi Dayanand Saraswati.

About:

Dayanand Saraswati was born on  
February 12, 1824 in Tankara, Gujarat as 
Mool Shankar to Karshanji Lalji Tiwari and 
Yashodabai. 
His affl  uent and infl uential Brahmin family  
was an ardent follower of Lord Shiva. 
The Yajnopavita Sanskara or the investiture  
of the “twice-born” was performed, when he 
was 8 and that initiated Mool Shankar into 
the world of Brahmanism.
Mool Shankar was attracted towards the  
spiritual realm after the death of his sister 
when he was 14-year-old. 
He began asking questions about life, death  
and the afterlife to his parents to which they 
had no answers. 
Swami Virajananda entrusted Mool Shankar  
with the task of spreading Vedic knowledge 
throughout the society and rechristened 
him as Rishi Dayanand.
Maharishi Dayanand was a believer  
in Hinduism just as the Vedas have 
outlined, devoid of any corruption and 
embellishments.

Beliefs:

To him   Adharma was anything that did 
not hold true, was not just or fair and was 
opposed to the teachings of the Vedas. 

He   believed in reverence of human life 
irrespective of anything and condoned the 
practice of Ahimsa or non-violence. 
He   advised his countrymen to direct 
their energy towards betterment of 
mankind as a whole and not waste away 
in unnecessary rituals. 
He   revoked the practice of idol worship 
and considered them a contamination 
introduced by the priesthood for their own 
benefi t. 
He was   against other social evils like 
superstitions and caste segregation. 
He   advocated the concept of Swarajya, 
meaning a country free of foreign infl uence, 
resplendent in the glory of fair and just 
participants.

Tenets of Arya Samaj:

God is the effi  cient cause of all true  
knowledge and all that is known through 
knowledge.
God is existent, intelligent and blissful  . 
He is formless, omniscient, just, merciful, 
unborn, endless, unchangeable, beginning-
less, unequalled, the support of all, the 
master of all, omnipresent, immanent, un-
aging, immortal, fearless, eternal and holy, 
and the maker of all. He alone is worthy of 
being worshiped.
The Vedas are the scriptures of all true  
knowledge. It is the paramount duty of all 
Aryas to read, teach, and recite them and 
to hear them being read.
One should always be ready to accept  
truth and to renounce untruth.

Dayanand Saraswati
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All acts should be performed in  
accordance with Dharma that is, after 
deliberating what is right and wrong.
The prime object of the Arya Samaj is to  
do good to the world, that is, to promote 
physical, spiritual and social good of 
everyone.
Our conduct towards all should be  
guided by love, righteousness and 
justice.
We should dispel Avidya (ignorance)  
and promote Vidya (knowledge).
No one should be content with promoting  
his/her good only; on the contrary, one 
should look for his/her good in promoting 
the good of all.
One should regard oneself under  
restriction to follow the rules of society 
calculated to promote the wellbeing of all, 
while in following the rules of individual 
welfare all should be free.

Contribution:

The   Shuddhi Movement was introduced 
by Maharishi Dayanand to bring back the 
individuals to Hinduism who were either 
voluntarily or involuntarily converted to 
other religions like Islam or Christianity. 
He   set up a number of Gurukuls to teach 
his followers the knowledge of the Vedas 
and for them to spread the knowledge 
further. 
Inspired by his beliefs  , teachings 
and ideas, his disciples established the 
Dayanand Anglo Vedic College Trust and 
Management Society, after his death in 
1883. 
The   fi rst DAV High School was 
established at Lahore on June 1, 1886 
with Lala Hans Raj as its headmaster.
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About:

The   Wodeyar dynasty (also spelt Wadiyar 
by the British) was an Indian royal dynasty 
that ruled the Kingdom of Mysuru from 
1399 to 1947, until the independence of 
India from British rule and the subsequent 
unifi cation of Indian dominion and princely 
states into the Republic of India.
The dynasty was   established by Vijaya, 
Vijaya took on the name and ruled Mysuru, 
then a small town, from 1399 CE to 1423 
CE. 
The   Wodeyars of Vijaya’s dynasty 
belong to the Arasu Wadiyar community 
of Karnataka, which includes many of the 
noble clans of the region.
During the late 14th century, the family  
was originally polygars (Kannada for 
garrison) defending the regions in and 
around Mysore town for the Vijayanagara 
Empire, their feudal overlords. 
With the   fall and decline of the empire in 
the 16th century, the Wodeyars declared 
independence when Raja Wadiyar seized 
the nearby town of Srirangapattana. 
This town is the seat of   Tirumala, Sriranga 
II’s viceroy, in 1610.
Later famous rulers of the dynasty included  
Kanthirava Narasaraja I (ruled 1638–
1659), who expanded the frontiers of 
the Mysore kingdom to Trichy in Tamil 
Nadu. 

The dynasty reached its peak under  
Chikka Devaraja (ruled 1673–1704), 
who reformed the administration of the 
empire by dividing it into 18 departments 
(called Chavadis) and he also introduced 
a coherent system of taxation.
Between   1766 and 1799, when Hyder 
Ali and Tipu dictated the kingdom, the 
Wadiyar rulers as maharajas were largely 
nominal without any actual powers.
After   Tipu’s execution in 1799, the British 
Crown which was ruling India at that 
time restored the kingdom back to the 
Wodeyars under a subsidiary alliance. 
After India’s independence from the Crown,  
the ruling Maharaja Jayachamaraja 
Wadiyar ceded the kingdom into the 
newly formed Dominion of India.
Jayachamarajendra Wadiyar became the  
rajpramukh of the renamed Mysore State 
from 1950 to 1956. 
After the   reorganization of Indian states 
on a linguistic basis in 1956, he was 
appointed Governor of the integrated 
Mysore State (present Karnataka State), a 
post which he held until 1964. 
He was then   appointed Governor of 
Madras (now Tamil Nadu) for two years.
The Indian Constitution continued to  
recognise him as the Maharajah of Mysore 
until 1971, when titles and privy purses 
of maharajas were abolished by the 
Government of India under Indira Gandhi.

Wodeyar Dynasty


